Road Glide Tinted Headlight Lens Installation

1-Note location of mounting tabs on top and bottom edges of Headlight Lens

2-Using a flat blade screwdriver (or similar) carefully insert and depress tabs on stock Harley-Davidson clear OE headlight bubble or bezel while gently pulling to remove. Note: To prevent paint damage, place protective tape over painted area just above location of each tab prior to inserting tool so that tool contacts tape instead of paint. It’s best to start on the bottom tabs, then gently pulling the clear bubble from released areas to remove. NOTE: This technique will not work with the new Hell’s Foundry Lens and will damage your new part. Tinted Lens should only be removed from inside fairing if necessary to avoid damage to mounting tabs.

3-Position Headlight Lens over light assembly and carefully align top and bottom tabs with slots. Note: The locking on the Tinted Lens is made from the outer edges of the tabs where they contact the slots, not the upper and lower edges used by the Harley-Davidson part. Lightly press the top tabs into the slots until engaged. Carefully align lower tabs with lower slots and lightly press until engaged. Do not punch or use force. The acrylic material is easily broken if too much pressure is used.

4-Note: The tinted acrylic material reduces light throughput. Additional lighting may be required.

5-Small bubbles or waves in the plastic are normal and are not visible while lens is mounted. The outer and inner surfaces are smooth.